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Ralph and Jack 

Ralph in Lord of the Flies by William Golding, being known as the charming, athletic 

and charismatic type of guy takes hold of the group of boys which includes Jack, Piggy, Simon, 

and the little uns. When Ralph was elected as chief, Jack grows angry and somewhat distant to 

the other characters. When at the beginning of the book Ralph notices that there are no huts, he 

goes off making them and thinking of ways to maximize their chances of getting rescued. When 

the choir of boys goes and discusses the rules Ralph's depended on so he suggests some ideas 

and everyone agrees except for one thing, the conch, the conch is used for order.  

However, as the book progresses the deeper the book gets they have an attitude change 

from the kids they were to the beast they turn into, Now of course not all of them turn into a 

beast but their attitude says differently Jack, for example, was also a boy who desired power his 

attitude is the perfect resemblance of satan they are both manipulative and desire evil work to be 

done, But Ralph is like God in a way he resists evil. "And no wonder, for even Satan disguises 

himself as an angel of light." 2 Corinthians 11:14 at some point in the book Jack is acting nice to 

Ralph which never happens because the boys have drama between them so when I was saying 

Jack defines himself as Satan in the quote "For even Satan disguises himself" I see a coincidence 

there was obviously something happening there, and when Ralph saw it and rejected it that only 



made the situation worse. So him becoming chief causes some heated situations between him 

and Ralph.  

Jack and Ralph would be a good pair. When it comes to survival, Ralph has got the 

knowledge for building and thinking before he acts. Jack has the guts for killing animals. But 

there are also cons. If that would ever happen from early on in the book he, of course, was 

furious when Ralph was elected.  To be honest he was chosen as the leader of the choir boys at 

school who wouldn't be mad.  Here are some of the cons he would hold grudges and seek 

revenge but that revenge wouldn't be your typical verbal revenge with the verbal abuse. With the 

anger Jack carries with him, it will be more of a physical abuse one that you will always 

remember. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


